
The Diversity of Spiritual Gifts
and Their Functions



Minor References – Spiritual Gifts
• 1 Corinthians 7:6–7 (??)
• Acts 20:28
• Hebrews 2:2–4
• 1 Corinthians 14:1–33

Major Lists of Spiritual Gifts
• Ephesians 4:7–14
• 1 Peter 4:10–11
• Romans 12:3–8
• 1 Corinthians 12:1–31 (two lists)

Relevant Texts



1 Corinthians 7:6–7 6 Now as a concession, not a command, I say this. 7 I wish that all were as I myself am. But each has his own gift from God, one of one kind and one of another. Acts 13:1–4 1 Now there 
were in the church at Antioch prophets and teachers, Barnabas, Simeon who was called Niger, Lucius of Cyrene, Manaen a lifelong friend of Herod the tetrarch, and Saul. 2 While they were worshiping the 
Lord and fasting, the Holy Spirit said, “Set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to which I have called them.” 3 Then after fasting and praying they laid their hands on them and sent them off. 4 So, being 
sent out by the Holy Spirit, they went down to Seleucia, and from there they sailed to Cyprus. Acts 20:28 28 Pay careful attention to yourselves and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has made you 
overseers, to care for the church of God, which he obtained with his own blood. Hebrews 2:2–4 2 For since the message declared by angels proved to be reliable, and every transgression or disobedience 
received a just retribution, 3 how shall we escape if we neglect such a great salvation? It was declared at first by the Lord, and it was attested to us by those who heard, 4 while God also bore witness by signs 
and wonders and various miracles and by gifts of the Holy Spirit distributed according to his will. Ephesians 4:7–14 7 But grace was given to each one of us according to the measure of Christ’s gift. 8

Therefore it says, “When he ascended on high he led a host of captives, and he gave gifts to men.” 9 (In saying, “He ascended,” what does it mean but that he had also descended into the lower regions, the 
earth? 10 He who descended is the one who also ascended far above all the heavens, that he might fill all things.) 11 And he gave the apostles, the prophets, the evangelists, the shepherds and teachers, 12 to 
equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ, 13 until we all attain to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to mature manhood, to the measure of the 
stature of the fullness of Christ, 14 so that we may no longer be children, tossed to and fro by the waves and carried about by every wind of doctrine, by human cunning, by craftiness in deceitful schemes. 1 
Peter 4:10–11 10 As each has received a gift, use it to serve one another, as good stewards of God’s varied grace: 11 whoever speaks, as one who speaks oracles of God; whoever serves, as one who serves by 
the strength that God supplies—in order that in everything God may be glorified through Jesus Christ. To him belong glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen. Romans 12:3–8 3 For by the grace given to 
me I say to everyone among you not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think, but to think with sober judgment, each according to the measure of faith that God has assigned. 4 For as in one body 
we have many members, and the members do not all have the same function, 5 so we, though many, are one body in Christ, and individually members one of another. 6 Having gifts that differ according to the 
grace given to us, let us use them: if prophecy, in proportion to our faith; 7 if service, in our serving; the one who teaches, in his teaching; 8 the one who exhorts, in his exhortation; the one who contributes, in 
generosity; the one who leads, with zeal; the one who does acts of mercy, with cheerfulness. 1 Corinthians 12:1–31 1 Now concerning spiritual gifts, brothers, I do not want you to be uninformed. 2 You know 
that when you were pagans you were led astray to mute idols, however you were led. 3 Therefore I want you to understand that no one speaking in the Spirit of God ever says “Jesus is accursed!” and no one 
can say “Jesus is Lord” except in the Holy Spirit. 4 Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; 5 and there are varieties of service, but the same Lord; 6 and there are varieties of activities, but it is the 
same God who empowers them all in everyone. 7 To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good. 8 For to one is given through the Spirit the utterance of wisdom, and to another the 
utterance of knowledge according to the same Spirit, 9 to another faith by the same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit, 10 to another the working of miracles, to another prophecy, to another the 
ability to distinguish between spirits, to another various kinds of tongues, to another the interpretation of tongues. 11 All these are empowered by one and the same Spirit, who apportions to each one 
individually as he wills. 12 For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of the body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. 13 For in one Spirit we were all baptized into one 
body—Jews or Greeks, slaves or free—and all were made to drink of one Spirit. 14 For the body does not consist of one member but of many. 15 If the foot should say, “Because I am not a hand, I do not belong 
to the body,” that would not make it any less a part of the body. 16 And if the ear should say, “Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body,” that would not make it any less a part of the body. 17 If the 
whole body were an eye, where would be the sense of hearing? If the whole body were an ear, where would be the sense of smell? 18 But as it is, God arranged the members in the body, each one of them, as he 
chose. 19 If all were a single member, where would the body be? 20 As it is, there are many parts, yet one body. 21 The eye cannot say to the hand, “I have no need of you,” nor again the head to the feet, “I have 
no need of you.” 22 On the contrary, the parts of the body that seem to be weaker are indispensable, 23 and on those parts of the body that we think less honorable we bestow the greater honor, and our 
unpresentable parts are treated with greater modesty, 24 which our more presentable parts do not require. But God has so composed the body, giving greater honor to the part that lacked it, 25 that there may 
be no division in the body, but that the members may have the same care for one another. 26 If one member suffers, all suffer together; if one member is honored, all rejoice together. 27 Now you are the body 
of Christ and individually members of it. 28 And God has appointed in the church first apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then miracles, then gifts of healing, helping, administrating, and various kinds 
of tongues. 29 Are all apostles? Are all prophets? Are all teachers? Do all work miracles? 30 Do all possess gifts of healing? Do all speak with tongues? Do all interpret? 31 But earnestly desire the higher gifts. 
And I will show you a still more excellent way. 1 Corinthians 14:1–33 1 Pursue love, and earnestly desire the spiritual gifts, especially that you may prophesy. 2 For one who speaks in a tongue speaks not to 
men but to God; for no one understands him, but he utters mysteries in the Spirit. 3 On the other hand, the one who prophesies speaks to people for their upbuilding and encouragement and consolation. 4 The 
one who speaks in a tongue builds up himself, but the one who prophesies builds up the church. 5 Now I want you all to speak in tongues, but even more to prophesy. The one who prophesies is greater than 
the one who speaks in tongues, unless someone interprets, so that the church may be built up. 6 Now, brothers, if I come to you speaking in tongues, how will I benefit you unless I bring you some revelation 
or knowledge or prophecy or teaching? 7 If even lifeless instruments, such as the flute or the harp, do not give distinct notes, how will anyone know what is played? 8 And if the bugle gives an indistinct sound, 
who will get ready for battle? 9 So with yourselves, if with your tongue you utter speech that is not intelligible, how will anyone know what is said? For you will be speaking into the air. 10 There are doubtless 
many different languages in the world, and none is without meaning, 11 but if I do not know the meaning of the language, I will be a foreigner to the speaker and the speaker a foreigner to me. 12 So with 
yourselves, since you are eager for manifestations of the Spirit, strive to excel in building up the church. 13 Therefore, one who speaks in a tongue should pray that he may interpret. 14 For if I pray in a tongue, 
my spirit prays but my mind is unfruitful. 15 What am I to do? I will pray with my spirit, but I will pray with my mind also; I will sing praise with my spirit, but I will sing with my mind also. 16 Otherwise, if you 
give thanks with your spirit, how can anyone in the position of an outsider say “Amen” to your thanksgiving when he does not know what you are saying? 17 For you may be giving thanks well enough, but the 
other person is not being built up. 18 I thank God that I speak in tongues more than all of you. 19 Nevertheless, in church I would rather speak five words with my mind in order to instruct others, than ten 
thousand words in a tongue. 20 Brothers, do not be children in your thinking. Be infants in evil, but in your thinking be mature. 21 In the Law it is written, “By people of strange tongues and by the lips of 
foreigners will I speak to this people, and even then they will not listen to me, says the Lord.” 22 Thus tongues are a sign not for believers but for unbelievers, while prophecy is a sign not for unbelievers but 
for believers. 23 If, therefore, the whole church comes together and all speak in tongues, and outsiders or unbelievers enter, will they not say that you are out of your minds? 24 But if all prophesy, and an 
unbeliever or outsider enters, he is convicted by all, he is called to account by all, 25 the secrets of his heart are disclosed, and so, falling on his face, he will worship God and declare that God is really among
you. 26 What then, brothers? When you come together, each one has a hymn, a lesson, a revelation, a tongue, or an interpretation. Let all things be done for building up. 27 If any speak in a tongue, let there be 
only two or at most three, and each in turn, and let someone interpret. 28 But if there is no one to interpret, let each of them keep silent in church and speak to himself and to God. 29 Let two or three prophets 
speak, and let the others weigh what is said. 30 If a revelation is made to another sitting there, let the first be silent. 31 For you can all prophesy one by one, so that all may learn and all be encouraged, 32 and 
the spirits of prophets are subject to prophets. 33 For God is not a God of confusion but of peace. As in all the churches of the saints,
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Major Lists and Mentions of the Spiritual Gifts



1. utterance of wisdom
2. utterance of knowledge
3. faith
4. gifts of healing
5. working of miracles
6. prophecy
7. ability to distinguish between 

spirits
8. various kinds of tongues
9. interpretation of tongues
10. apostles
11. prophets
12. teachers
13. miracles
14. gifts of healing
15. helping
16. administrating
17. various kinds of tongues
18. apostles
19. prophets
20. teachers
21. work miracles
22. gifts of healing
23. speak with tongues
24. interpret
25. prophesy
26. speaks in a tongue

27. prophesies
28. speaks in a tongue
29. prophesies
30. speak in tongues
31. prophesy
32. prophesies
33. speaks in tongues
34. interprets
35. speaking in tongues
36. revelation
37. knowledge
38. prophecy
39. teaching
40. speaks in a tongue
41. interpret
42. pray in a tongue
43. speak in tongues
44. tongues
45. prophecy
46. speak in tongues
47. prophesy
48. revelation
49. tongue
50. interpretation
51. speak in a tongue
52. interpret
53. interpret

54. prophets
55. revelation is made
56. prophesy
57. prophets
58. prophecy
59. service
60. teaches
61. exhorts
62. contributes
63. leads
64. acts of mercy
65. apostles
66. prophets
67. evangelists
68. shepherds and teachers
69. speaks
70. serves
71. gift from God [contextually: 

celibacy]
72. prophets
73. teachers
74. overseers
75. signs
76. wonders
77. various miracles

Every Mention of A Spiritual Gift in the Passages



1. ability to distinguish between spirits
2. acts of mercy
3. administrating
4. apostles
5. contributes
6. evangelists
7. exhorts
8. faith
9. gift from God [contextually: celibacy]
10. gifts of healing
11. helping
12. interpretation of tongues / interpret / interprets / interpretation
13. leads
14. prophets / prophesy / prophesies / prophesies / revelation / prophecy / revelation is made
15. serves / [deacon]
16. shepherds and teachers / overseers / [elder]
17. teachers / teaching / teaches / speaks (might be referring to prophecy)
18. utterance of knowledge / knowledge
19. utterance of wisdom
20. various kinds of tongues / speak with tongues / speaks in a tongue / speak in tongues / speaking in 

tongues / pray in a tongue / tongues / tongue / speak in a tongue
21. working of miracles / work miracles / miracles / signs / wonders / various miracles

Consolidated List



1. Leadership Gifts
a. apostles
b. shepherds and teachers / overseers / 

[elder]
c. teachers / teaching / teaches
d. administrating
e. leads

2. Revelatory Gifts
a. prophets / prophesy / prophesies / 

prophesies / revelation / prophecy / 
revelation is made / speaks (likely 
referring to prophecy) 

b. utterance of wisdom
c. utterance of knowledge / knowledge

3. Service Gifts
a. serves / [deacon]
b. helping
c. acts of mercy
d. contributes
e. [celibacy] gift from God

4. Uncategorized 
a. evangelists
b. exhorts
c. ability to distinguish between spirits

5. Sign/Miraculous Gifts
a. gifts of healing
b. working of miracles / work miracles / 

miracles / signs / wonders / various 
miracles

c. various kinds of tongues / speak with 
tongues / speaks in a tongue / speak in 
tongues / speaking in tongues / pray in 
a tongue / tongues / tongue / speak in 
a tongue

d. interpretation of tongues / interpret / 
interprets / interpretation

e. faith

Categorized List



1. Apostles
2. Shepherds and teachers / overseers / [elder]
3. Teachers / teaching / teaches
4. Administrating
5. Leads

Leadership Gifts



1. Prophets / prophesy / prophesies / prophesies / 
revelation / prophecy / revelation is made / 
speaks (likely referring to prophecy) 

2. Utterance of wisdom
3. Utterance of knowledge / knowledge

Revelatory Gifts



1. Serves / [deacon]
2. Helping
3. Acts of mercy
4. Contributes
5. [celibacy] gift from God

Service Gifts



1. Evangelists
2. Exhorts
3. Ability to distinguish between spirits

Uncategorized



1. Working of miracles / work miracles / miracles / 
signs / wonders / various miracles

2. Faith
3. Gifts of healing
4. Various kinds of tongues / speak with tongues / 

speaks in a tongue / speak in tongues / speaking 
in tongues / pray in a tongue / tongues / tongue 
/ speak in a tongue

5. Interpretation of tongues / interpret / interprets 
/ interpretation

Sign/Miraculous Gifts



1. Terms for Miracles
2. Definition of Miracle
3. Function of Miracles
4. Who performs?
5. Gift of miracles

Miracles



1. God as Divine Healer
2. Healing in the OT
3. Jesus and Healing
4. Healing in Acts
5. Pastoral Concerns

Healing



1. What is Language?
2. First Occurrence at Pentecost
3. The Prescription of the Use of Languages
4. Differing Perspectives on the Nature of Languages

A. Ecstatic Outbursts 
B. Unlearned Human Languages
C. Angelic Private Prayer Language

Tongues-Speaking



Tongues-Speaking



1. Varied Levels of Giftedness
2. Miraculous and Revelatory Gifts and Today
3. Gifts not Mentioned in the NT
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